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Image segmentation as a basic link in computer vision, image analysis 
and understanding, pattern recognition, is a classic problem in image 
processing technology and has been a hot topic in academic research. The 
accuracy of segmentation directly affects the effectiveness of 
higher-level processing, which is very significant. Image segmentation 
technique is widely used in many fields which include computer vision, 
remote sensing image analysis, medical image analysis, transportation, 
military, sports, and industrial and agricultural production and so on. 
Clustering algorithm as an efficient image segmentation algorithm, 
which is based on the similarity between the data for unsupervised 
classification, is more commonly used. However, due to the image itself 
with uncertainty and ambiguity, the traditional hard clustering 
algorithms can not describe this nature. Some researchers have introduced 
fuzzy theory into the clustering algorithm and used fuzzy clustering for 
image segmentation. Fuzzy C means clustering algorithm is fuzzy 
clustering algorithm mainly, but it has some shortcomings that it is very 
sensitive to noise and can not effectively segment the noise image. In 
this paper, based on the traditional fuzzy C means algorithm, we research 
how to further improve the precision and stability of algorithm in dealing 
with noise image under the premise of speed guaranteed. The work includes 
the following aspects: 
（1）The concept, purpose, meaning and status of current research of 
image segmentation is described. 
（2）Around image segmentation algorithm based on pulse coupled neural 
network, for the shortcomings of the difficulties in the initial 
parameters, the concept of entropy is introduced to replace the original 
selection of threshold parameter in the algorithm. The new algorithm 















（3）The clustering theory, fuzzy theory and clustering algorithm 
commonly used is described. The image segmentation techniques based on 
fuzzy C means is in-depth research and analysis. 
（4）In order to overcome the shortcoming of Fuzzy C means that can 
not deal with image noise and weaknesses of its common improved algorithm, 
an improved FCM algorithm using the difference of neighborhood 
information has been derived in the paper, to further improve the 
algorithm stability and accuracy. 
（5）Gibbs random field theory is incorporated into fuzzy C means 
algorithm and a new adaptive weighted improved FCM method with Gibbs 
random field is proposed in the paper, which can preserve more details 
under the premise of removing noise. 
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令集合 R 代表整个的图像区域，对 R 进行分割处理可以看作是将 R 分成 N








（2）对所有的 i和 j，且 i≠ j，均有 φ=∩ ji RR ； 
（3）对 i可能的取值 i=1，Κ ，N，均有 P（ iR ）=True； 
（4）对所有的 i≠ j，均有 P（ ji RR ∪ ）=False； 
（5）对 i可能的取值 i=1，Κ ，N， iR 是连通的区域。 





















































































                （a）脑组织图像                （b）脑灰质区域 
  
                （c）脑白质区域                （d）脑脊液区域 
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